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In our previous paper A. Boîtier et al. [Phys. Rev. D 102, 064051 (2020)], we derived a generic
expression for the pulse redshift, the main observable for the Pulsar Timing Array (PTA) experiment for
detection of gravitational waves for all possible polarizations induced by modifications of general relativity.
In this work, we provide a generic expression of the overlap reduction function for PTAwithout using the
short wavelength approximation for tensorial polarization. We find that when the overlap reduction
function does not have the exponential terms, which is the case when using short wavelength
approximation, it leads to discontinuities and poles. In this work, we provide a series expansion to
calculate the integral exactly and investigate the behavior of the series for short wavelength values via
numerical evaluation of the analytical series. We find a disagreement for the limit of colocated pulsars with
the Hellings and Downs curve. Otherwise, our formalism agrees with the Hellings and Downs curve for a
broad range of pulsars.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In our previous paper, we calculated the redshift of
Pulsar Timing Array (PTA) pulses under the influence of
gravitational waves with all six possible polarizations in
modified general relativity (GR) [1]. We use our previous
result up to first order in the strain h and zeroth order in
gravitational wave frequency times pulsar period ωTa to
calculate the cross-correlated signal for the gravitational
wave background (GWB). We collect all direction integrals
over geometric terms in the overlap reduction function.
This includes the interference terms which we exclude from
the pattern functions as we argued in our previous work;
thus, we arrive at the same integral as the present literature
[2] currently in use with the search of gravitational waves
with PTA [3–5]. When calculating the integral, however,
we do not rely on the short wavelength approximation. In
Appendix B, we prove that the short wavelength can be
safely used under the condition (B8). Since this condition is
not met by the overlap reduction function due to the poles
in the integrand, we cannot be sure that the approximation
can be made. Instead, we express the integrand as a Laurent
series and determine the integral via residue theorem. We
find that our series agrees with the Hellings and Downs
(H&D) curve in the entire parameter space except for a
neighborhood around ϕ ¼ 0 and L ¼ L0, i.e., colocated
pulsars like PSR J0737-3039 [6], which should both be
visible again in 2035. This puts the approximation on solid
mathematical footing. Our formalism is also applicable to
other polarizations and leads to a generically valid expres-
sion for any pulsar found and still holds for much higher
frequencies and shorter distances.
A gravitational wave background would introduce a
characteristic redshift imprint on a collection of pulsars,
which depends on their location on the sky and distance
from Earth. Knowing these quantities would allow us to
recognize (identify) such a signal (a signal with these
properties) as a GWB. This can be achieved via matched
filtering, where one uses the expected imprint as a filter
function to extract a signal from the noisy data that match
the filter. For this to work, the expected signal must be
predicted correctly up to an error of roughly 3% [7].
The geometric part of the expected response of the cross-
correlated signal of two pulsars is called the overlap
reduction function and is an essential part of the filter
function. It is an integral over the unit sphere, and since the
integrand contains exponential terms which make an
integration difficult, one usually refers to the short wave-
length approximation to drop out these terms. This way,
one arrives at the Hellings and Downs curve [8]. We would
like to point out that this function is a priori not defined at 0
but can be continuously extended.
By plotting the pattern functions, which are usually used,
we spotted that there always is a discontinuity forþ;×, and
a pole for x, y, and l polarization for each pulsar in the
integration domain. This always occurs when the source
lies directly behind the pulsar. This ill-defined point is
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exponential terms are neglected due to short wavelength
approximation, then the integrand is ill defined on its
integration domain. Therefore, we calculate the integral
without this approximation. Since it is not obvious to us
how one could compute the limit of our result, we investigate
its behavior for long wavelengths by numerically evaluating
the resulting series for increasing values of Lω.
We find that, except one special case, the series con-
verges to the H&D curve as expected. However, for the
special case where the two pulsar distances are almost the
same and they are very close to each other on the sky (best
example: double pulsar system), the series tends to the
value 2 instead of 1.
We derive the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for a GWB
measurement using PTA’s in Sec. II and extract the
expression for the overlap reduction function for the tensor
mode from this calculation. We then outline the integration
of this overlap reduction function in Sec. III and improve on
the convergence of the resulting power series in Sec. IV. We
present and discuss the results of numerical evaluations of
the series in Sec. V. Finally, we conclude our formalism
which we developed in the previous [1] and this paper
in Sec. VI.
The detailed calculations were moved to Supplemental
Material [9] to improve the readability of the main text.
II. CORRELATIONS OF PTA SIGNALS
We cross-correlate two PTA signals which have been
measured during the same time period and define their
mutual observation time as the length of the intersection of
the time intervals I and I0 in which the two pulsars a and a0
have been observed:
Tobs ≔ TðI ∩ I0Þ: ð1Þ
We will abbreviate Tobs to T.
The datad consist of the timing residuals r and the noisen,
dðtÞ ¼ rðt; λ⃗Þ þ nðtÞ; ð2Þ
where λ⃗ is a parameter vector as, for example, thepolarization
modes λ⃗ ¼ ðT; V; SÞ in the case of a gravitational wave
background or the position of a source in the sky and the
polarizations λ⃗ ¼ ðθ;ϕ;þ;×; x; y; b; lÞ in the case of point
sources.






dðtÞd0ðt0ÞQðt − t0Þdt0dt: ð3Þ
The cross-correlated signal is the expectation of the
filtered correlation and only depends on the two residuals,
since the noise na is uncorrelated:




E½rðt; λ⃗Þr0ðt0; λ⃗0ÞQðt − t0Þdt0dt: ð4Þ
The variance of cross-correlated signals is given by [10]








where Pa is the noise power spectrum of pulsar a.
A. Gravitational wave background
The GWB can be described by the power spectrum
E½h̃Aðf; Ω̂Þh̃A0ðf0; Ω̂0Þ








To reexpress the correlated signal in terms of the power








































































δTðν − fÞdν: ð9Þ
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As seen in the proof of limω→∞
R
b
a fðxÞeiωxdx ¼ 0 in (B2),
only the two slices at the boundaries contribute to the
integral, since the function fðxÞ ¼ 1 is constant in this case.
If fT ≫ 2π, then the integrand cancels on the largest part of
the integration domain, and thus the integral is small
compared to T, whereas the first integral is of order T
(δTð0Þ ¼ T). Therefore, the contribution of the second
integral can be neglected.
To use the power spectrum, we need to express z̃ in terms
of h̃. To simplify the calculation, we express the frequency
in terms of the angular frequency of the gravitational






























































And as derived in the previous paper [1], the amplitude
difference is given by




h̃AðωÞ½1 − eiωτe−iωtdω; ð12Þ
where ta ¼ t − τ is the time, retarded by the retardation
time τ ¼ L
c
½1þ γ.




















1þ γ : ð13Þ






































where the power spectrum of a polarization mode is defined
as the sum of the power spectra of both polarizations of that




h , and the overlap reduction func-















1þ γ0 dΩ̂; ð15Þ
where β ¼ 3
4π
is a normalization factor, which we chose to
adopt from Ref. [11] for ease of comparison.
The overlap reduction function for the tensor mode is
also called Hellings and Downs curve. It is usually assumed
that the exponential terms can be neglected. We will
calculate this overlap reduction function up to first order















1þ γ0 dΩ̂: ð16Þ




we choose the filter function to be








Rewriting signal and variance in terms of the scalar
product and filter function, we get
μ ¼ T
8π2
ðQjQÞ; σ2 ¼ T
4
ðQjQÞ: ð19Þ



















For more information about the matched filtering tech-
nique, see Appendix A.
III. OVERLAP REDUCTION FUNCTION
As derived in the previous section, the overlap reduction
function for the tensor mode for PTAs using natural units












1þ γ0 dΩ̂: ð21Þ
























sin θ; Δh ¼ 1 − e
iLω½1þγ
1þ γ ; z ¼ e
iφ: ð22Þ
The poles from the denominators γ ¼ −1 and γ0 ¼ −1
are canceled by the nominators. Thus, the only pole left is
the one at zero. To find the residue, we write the Laurent





n; Res½fðzÞ; 0 ¼ a−1: ð23Þ
We chose our reference frame such that the pulsar a is
located at x̂ ¼ ð1; 0; 0Þ and the second pulsar a0 at
x̂0 ¼ ðcosϕ; sinϕ; 0Þ. Then, complexified pattern functions
form a “generalized” polynomial in z. We write the
exponential terms as a power series and use the geometric
series to calculate the Laurent series of the 1
1þγ-terms.





n; b−n ¼ b̄n.
The powers in P are going to shift our a−1 term up and
down the remaining series, which is a series multiplication
of the exponential series part E and the geometric series













f−eiLωLnð1þ z2Þn − e−iL0ωð−L0Þnðeiϕ þ e−iϕz2Þn
þ eiðL−L0ÞωðL − L0eiϕ þ ½L − L0e−iϕz2Þng; ð24Þ




















With these definitions, we can write f as
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use the Cauchy product to write f as a series of nested
sums, and sort the powers of z to read out the coefficient









which results in a series of nested sums of Bessel functions
with sin θ as arguments. We use the linearity of integration
and the fact that the resulting series converges absolutely to
pull the θ-integration in to the innermost terms, which are













for ℜðmÞ, and ℜðnÞ > −1.
We finally obtain an analytic expression for the overlap
reduction function for the tensor mode in form of an
absolutely convergent series of nested sums:
We finally obtain an analytic expression in form of a
series of nested sums for the overlap reduction function
without short wavelength approximation. This series is
absolutely convergent, and thus the expression is well





ð3þ cosϕÞ − π
8






























hþj;mþl;3;0;6ðϕÞ þ ð1þ e2iϕÞfj;mþlðϕÞ þ ð1þ e−2iϕÞðhþj;mþl;−1;4;4ðϕÞ − hþj;mþl;−1;0;4ðϕÞÞ




























ðe2iϕhþj;mþl;3;0;−2ðϕÞ þ e−2iϕhþj;mþl;3;0;6ðϕÞÞ þ ð1þ e2iϕÞfj;mþlðϕÞ
þ ðe−2iϕ þ 1Þðhþj;mþl;−1;4;4ðϕÞ − hþj;mþl;−1;0;4ðϕÞÞ
− cosð2ϕÞðhþj;mþl;−1;0;2ðϕÞ þ 6hþj;mþl;−1;2;2ðϕÞ þ hþj;mþl;−1;4;2ðϕÞÞ − 2hþj;mþl;3;0;2ðϕÞ
	
; ð29Þ


























bþ sþ N þ 1
2
; jþ bþ N þ 1; bþ sþ tþ N
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bþ 1; bþ 3; jþ bþ 1; bþ 2; bþ 5
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IV. OPTIMIZATION OF THE OVERLAP REDUCTION FUNCTION
If we evaluate (29) and add the terms in that sequence, we would not add the largest terms first, and thus in this way, the
numerical convergence is computationally inefficient, since one would add a lot of small and potentially irrelevant terms,
before one adds the next larger term.
Since the series is absolutely convergent, which we show in the Supplemental Material [9], we can reorder the series such
that the largest terms are added first. This also allowed us to simplify some terms and in doing so get rid of two sums. With




ð3þ cosϕÞ − π
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hþj;mþl;3;0;6ðϕÞ þ ð1þ e2iϕÞfj;mþlðϕÞ þ ð1þ e−2iϕÞðhþj;mþl;−1;4;4ðϕÞ − hþj;mþl;−1;0;4ðϕÞÞ





















ðe2iϕhþa;b;3;0;−2ðϕÞ þ e−2iϕhþa;b;3;0;6ðϕÞÞ þ ð1þ e2iϕÞfa;bðϕÞ








Þ2F1ð−b;−k; 1þ a − 2b − k; e−iϕÞ a ≥ 2bþ k
eiða−2ðbþkÞÞϕð k
a−2b
Þ2F1ð−aþ 2b;−aþ bþ k; 1 − aþ 2bþ k; e−iϕÞ a < 2bþ k
	
; ð32Þ
where ha;b;s;t;NðϕÞ and fa;bðϕÞ were redefined by using the
substitution
j; k;m; l → a ¼ jþmþ l; b ¼ mþ l; k; m: ð33Þ
V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
We assure ourselves that the numerical evaluation of the
truncated series (sum until a suitable cutoff) agrees with a
straightforward numerical integration via the trapezoidal
rule and compare the analytic series to the approximation
obtained by Hellings and Downs.
To investigate the dependence on Lω, we compare the
results for different values of Lω for the special case L ¼ L,
where the two correlated pulsars are at the same distance
and for large distance ratios L
L0.
Some representative results are plotted in Fig. 1. The
imaginary part always vanishes in the case where L ¼ L0
since the only complex part of the integrand is phase
differences ð1 − eiLω½1þγaÞð1 − e−iL0ω½1þγa0 Þ and in this
special case they become complex conjugates of each
other and thus the integrand is real. It is not a surprise
then that we observe bigger imaginary parts for larger
distance ratios L
L0. It might sound a bit strange that an
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overlap reduction function is complex, but it appears in the
SNR only with its absolute value, and thus this physical
quantity remains real.
We investigate the limit of large Lω in the case L ¼ L0
by plotting the truncated series from Lω ¼ 1 up to
Lω ¼ 100, where a evaluation on a laptop is still feasible.
After that, the numerical evaluation of the three nested
sums becomes very expensive even for a single point. Since
the inner sums are dependent on the outer ones, further
parallelization is a nontrivial task, which we chose to not
engage in. It can already be seen from Fig. 2 that the
problematic region around ϕ ¼ 0 becomes smaller for
larger Lω and that the value at ϕ ¼ 0 converges to 2,
contrary to the limit of ϕ → 0 obtained from the H&D
curve. We also observe that the function always oscillates
in the region ½0; π
2
. A deviation from the signal by 3%
would still give good result when doing matched filtering.
This behavior becomes even more obvious in Fig. 3.
We conclude that for large Lω in the case where both
pulsars are at the same distance from Earth L ¼ L0 the
series converges to the H&D curve everywhere except of
ϕ ¼ 0 where it converges to 2.
Now that we know what happens at different orders of
magnitudes of Lω for equal distances, we are interested in
how different pulsar distances affect the result. We observe
in Fig. 4 that the correlation at ϕ ¼ 0 decays from 2 to 1
over a difference of only 5% in Lω, which then agrees with
FIG. 2. We plot the truncated series for Lω over 3 orders of
magnitude in the special case of L ¼ L0, to empirically inves-
tigate the convergence for large Lω. We compare our results to
the Hellings and Downs curve (black dashed line). The area in
gray marks the 3% deviation from the H&D curve, which is
unproblematic for matched filtering.
FIG. 1. A comparison between numerical integration and
evaluation of the truncated analytical series for different values
of Lω and L0ω, in the cases where L ¼ L0 (upper) and L ≠ L0
(lower). The solid lines show the numerical integrations, the dot-
dashed lines show the truncated series, and the black dashed line
is the Hellings and Downs curve.
FIG. 3. In the plot above, we sample the parameter space for the
separation angle ϕ and plot the overlap reduction function as a
function of distance times gravitational wave frequency Lω in the
case of L ¼ L0. Below, we show the same plot for ϕ-values close
to zero. We compare the two curves to the limit of the H&D curve
for ϕ tending to zero.
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the limit obtained from H&D, and that it converges more
quickly to the H&D curve than when L ¼ L0. This means
that it is only realistic to have a factor of 2 for a double
pulsar system. The complex overlap reduction functions do
not always cross zero. In the cases in which they do, we
change the sign in front of the absolute value for a better
comparison with the H&D curve. Since only the absolute
value is relevant for the SNR, the sign choices are
inconsequential.
From the plots above Figs. 1, 2 and 4, 5, we see that for
higher Lω the peak at ϕ ¼ 0 and L ¼ L0 becomes narrower
and the neighborhood around this point where the short
wavelength approximation does not apply becomes
smaller. This is due to the pulsar term becoming relevant
in this part of the parameter space. Thus, we expect that for
all current observationally relevant Lω our result agrees
with the Hellings and Downs curve, with the only excep-
tion being double pulsar systems for, e.g., Ref. [6]. Despite
the fact that the overlap reduction function depends on the
pulsar distances, one does not require precise distance
measurements in this frequency regime. We either have a
double pulsar system, in which the pulsars orbit each other
and they are for all intents and purposes colocated; i.e., both
the angular separation and difference in distance are
negligible and there is a much larger redshift due to the
pulsar orbits. In this case, the overlap reduction function
would assume the value 2. Or the pulsar systems do not
form a double pulsar system and are separated by much
larger distances, such that they do not affect each others
orbit. In this case, for Lω around 1000 or higher, the
function would assume the value 1 due to rapid decay of the
peak at such high Lω values.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Together with our previous paper [1], we developed a
methodology to calculate the redshift and overlap reduction
functions, which is generally applicable for all polariza-
tions and pulsar locations. We expect it to work also for
higher-order terms in the strain h and gravitational wave
frequency times pulsar period ωTa and even without any
approximation in ωTa. We gave a semianalytical form of
the redshift for a generic gravitational wave with all
possible (including non GR) polarizations without expan-
sion in ωTa and a power series for the overlap reduction
function to first order in h and zeroth order in ωTa for the
tensor mode. (This can be extrapolated to other polariza-
tion modes.)
The approximation which was used by Ref. [8] and
described as noise by Ref. [11] is the one we derive in
Appendix B. We find that this is only justified under the
condition (B6) which cannot be satisfied at ϕ ¼ 0 where
the integrand has a pole but works fine on ϕ ∈ ½ϵ; 2π for a
large enough ϵ dependent on the required precision and



















Γ0 ¼ 1 ð34Þ
FIG. 4. We plot the series for small differences in the pulsar
distance L
L0 ≈ 1 around Lω ¼ 100 in the upper panel and for large
ratios in the lower panel. There, we use Lω ¼ 10 as a reference
value. The curves where L0ω is below 10 are the purple ones, and
the ones where L0ω is bigger than 10 are red. We plot the special
case L ¼ L0 in orange and the H&D curve in dashed black for
comparison.
FIG. 5. We plot the gravitational wave frequency ω dependence
of the overlap reduction function, focusing on distance ratios
close to 1, at the separation angle ϕ ¼ π
1000
.
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is not well defined at ϕ ¼ 0 since the argument of the
logarithm goes to zero. The limit of ϕ → 0 exists, however,
but disagrees with the exact result, which is always 2 at that
point since the two signals in the correlation optimally
stack up. It is basically putting two detectors on top of each
other and thus gaining twice the signal since the only
difference in the two measurements is their independent
noise. If the distances L and L0 to the two pulsars are not the
same, however, the two signals differ more with increasing
ΔL ¼ jL − L0j, and thus the correlation decays, and ΓT
tends to 1.
It turns out that as Lω increases the absolute values of the
first summands in the series become larger and larger. In
fact, their absolute values lie orders of magnitudes above
the value of the final result, which is between 0 and 2. And
even though the peak goes farther away from the start
a ¼ 2, the first terms cannot be neglected since they are
always of order 1 and the way larger terms will cancel
precisely until the result becomes of order 1. So, the most
successful method has been to find out at which index a the
terms become smaller than 10−5 and sum until there, and
then one only has to add a handful of additional terms until
one cannot see the curve change anymore (additional term
was less than or approximately equal to 10−3 everywhere).
Thus, the variable aStart in the code can actually be
deleted; it always has to be 5 anyways.
Because of the canceling in extreme cases from 1090
down to 1, the precision was a big issue. We used
Mathematica [12] for this reason to do the numerical
calculations since we could just choose higher initial
precisions to make sure that at the end of the calculation
enough meaningful digits were left.
Another surprise was that for larger ϕ one had to choose
larger cutoffs, although the function very quickly con-
verged to the Hellings and Downs curve and was not
oscillating as strong as for ϕ around zero.
It should be noted that the formalism and the results
presented in this paper do not change the value of the overlap
reduction function obtained using H&D for most of the
pulsar systems currently used for gravitationalwave searches
with PTA. Our formalism changes the value of the overlap
reduction function only for a subpopulation of colocated
pulsars which can be used for gravitational wave searches.
These systems can be potentially rare as the pulsars used for
gravitational wave searches are traditionally millisecond
pulsars. Pulsars in double-neutron-star binaries are unlikely
to get fully recycled and hence will not be fast spinning with
sufficiently low spindown rates [13]. However, in the future
with SKA, one will discover a huge population of pulsars
with chances of finding rare systems. If a suitable double-
neutron-star binary is discovered, it would be the most
sensitive system for gravitational wave searches, and hence
applying the formalism presented in this paper would be
necessary to make use of them.
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APPENDIX A: MATCHED FILTERING
The idea is that if one multiplies the signal h to the strain
s ¼ hþ n in the integral then the signal is squared and thus
positive on the entire domain, while the signal times the
noise nh can have both signs, and since they are not











where we integrate over the domain U ⊂ R.
To use this effect, we multiply our cross-correlated strain
from detectors a and b with a filter function Q. The goal
will then be to find the best possible filter function to do
this. Since we want to overlay signals that arrived at
different times at the two detectors and thus get rid of




sðtÞs0ðt0ÞQðt − t0Þdt0dt: ðA2Þ
However, now our expression Y is dependent on the filter
function, which we choose, and does not represent the
correlated signal anymore. To get rid of this dependence,
we have to divide it out. Therefore, we take the signal-to-
noise ratio and expand it with Q by multiplying it into the













nðtÞnðt0Þn0ðτÞn0ðτ0ÞQðt − τÞQðt0 − τ0Þdτ0dτdt0dt
p : ðA4Þ
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This is not a strict expansion of the fraction, however, and
the effect of the filter function does not divide out, which
will allow us to maximize the SNR by choosing an
appropriate filter.
To maximize the SNR with the filter function, we define
a scalar product and reexpress the signal-to-noise ratio in

























The SNR is maximal if the scalar product μ½Q is maximal,




With this choice, the filtered signal can be rewritten in
terms of the optimal filter function, and the best signal-to-















To get to the signal we get by using matched filtering, we
cannot just plug Qopt into μ½Q since this expression does
not represent the signal due to its dependency on Q. The
SNR, however, does represent the signal-to-noise ratio we
get by using this method because we divide the filter
function out. So, what we can do to get to our signal is
multiply the SNR with the noise that remains after matched
filtering.
To get an expression for our filter independent noise, we
use the same trick as above and expand the noise with Q,





where σMF denotes the remaining noise after the signal has
been filtered with Q.
We can again express everything in terms of the scalar













We now finally get an expression for the matched filtered
signal:






APPENDIX B: SHORT WAVELENGTH
APPROXIMATION
In many cases in physics, rapidly oscillating terms are
being neglected (short wavelength approximation) and
considered as small with respect to other terms in the
integral if the frequency is very high. This comes from the
fact that a constant function times eiωx is arbitrarily small
compared to the integral over the constant function as one
lets the integration domain become infinite. The idea is




























We give a proof that in the following case, which is essentially the limit for ω → ∞ of an inverse Fourier transform






fðxÞeiωxdx ¼ 0; if f0ðxÞ < ∞ ∀ x ∈ ½a; b: ðB2Þ
FIG. 6. The part of the function, which lies in the grey area does
not contribute to the integral, since it’s oscillations cancel. Only a
segment on each side contributes, which is always smaller than
one period.
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Proof.—Let ε ¼ 2π
ω
, N ¼ bb−a
ε
c, xn ¼ aþ nε, and f0m ¼ maxff0ðxÞjx ∈ ½a; bg.
In the limit of ϵ → 0, the approximation of a smooth function f with a piecewise linear one becomes precise. We do this
on intervals which comprise exactly one period of the oscillation. At the end, there will be a small piece of the domain left


















































































































jf0mjε ¼ 0: ðB4Þ

























≤ εjmaxffðxÞjx ∈ ½b − ε; bgj
¼ lim
ε→0
εfðbÞ ¼ 0: ðB5Þ
▪
One could use b−a
2π
jf0mjεþ ϵjfðbÞj as an error estimate for large but finite ω. It is not proven to be a strict upper bound,
however, since we approximated the function with a piecewise linear function and we did not give an upper bound for this
error in the finite case.
In the case of the overlap reduction function for PTA’s, the exponential term is of the form eiωgðxÞ, and thus we have to






fðxÞeiωgðxÞdx ¼ 0; if f
0g0 − fg00
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